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ABSTRACT 
Various representations are given to characterize the rank of A-S in terms of 
rankA + k where A and S are arbitrary complex matrices and k is a function of A and 
S. It is shown that if S = AMA for some matrix M, and if G is any matrix satisfying 
A = AGA, then 
rank(A - S) = rankA - m&y (I- SC). 
Several alternative forms of this result are established, as are many equivalent 
conditions to have 
rank(A-S) =rankA-rankS. 
General forms for the Moore-Penrose inverse of matrices A - S are developed which 
include as special cases various results by Penrose, Wedin, Hartwig and others. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we assume, unless otherwise stated, that matrices 
are arbitrary, subject to the restriction that matrices in sums and products 
are conformable. The identity matrix and the null matrix are designated as I 
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and 0, respectively, where the sizes are determined by the context. Also, for 
any A we designate the range, null space and nullity of A, respectively, as 
R(A), N(A) and v(A). F o 11 owing the terminology of [3], we call any factoriza- 
tion S = UVH, where the superscript H denotes conjugate transpose and U 
and V have linearly independent columns, a full rank factorization. How- 
ever, the notation S = UVH is often used in the sequel without it being a full 
rank decomposition. 
Given an arbitrary matrix A, combinations of the relations 
AXA=A, xAx=x, (AX)H = AX, (xA)H = XA (1.1) 
have been used to define a number of types of generalized inverses of A [3]. 
In this paper any solution X of the first two conditions of (1.1) is called a 
semi-inverse of A, and the unique solution X of all four conditions is called 
the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. Using the notation of many authors, we 
designate the Moore-Penrose inverse of A by A +. 
Wedderburn [20, p. 691 h as shown that if x and y are vectors such that 
u= yHAx#O, then the matrix A-a- ‘Axy HA has rank exactly one less than 
the rank of A. A converse of this result is included in an exercise given by 
Householder [ 12, Exercise 34, p. 331: The rank of the matrix B = A - o - ‘uv H 
is less than the rank of A if and only if there are vectors x and y such that 
u = Ax, v = A “y and u = y HAx, in which case rank B = rank A - 1. This result, 
which we call the Wedderbum-Householder theorem, has provided much of 
the initial inspiration for this paper. 
Funderlic [9] in his dissertation extended the Wedderburn-Householder 
theorem to rank(A - S) = rankA - k, where rank S = k > 1; that is, rank(A - 
S) is subtractive. Some of these related unpublished results are stated with 
different proofs and included in Sets. 3 and 4 of this paper. 
In contrast to rank subtractivity, Penrose [16] has shown that if A HS =O 
and ASH=O, then 
(A+S)+ = A+ +S’, (1.2) 
and Hestenes [ll] noted that rank(A + S) =rankA+rankS; that is, rank(A + 
S) is additive. 
Marsaglia and Styan [14] have given a number of fundamental characteri- 
zations of rank additivity in a setting not directly related to Moore-Penrose 
inverses. We make use of one of their results in Corollary 3.5, which helps to 
show the relationship of a certain partitioned matrix and a Hartwig formula 
for the Moore-Penrose inverse of the difference of matrices when that 
difference satisfies rank subtractivity. 
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As noted by Householder [12, pp. 123, 1411, the idea of modifying A -I to 
obtain the inverse of a nonsingular matrix A - S has been explored by a 
number of authors, including Bartlett [l], Sherman and Morrison [18] for the 
case rank S = 1, and Woodbury [23]. The Woodbury modification formula for 
A-SwithS=URVHis 
(A- URvH)-’ = A-‘-A-1UZJ7HA-‘, (1.3) 
where T -I + R -I = VHA -‘U and all indicated inverses are assumed to 
exist. In an unpublished report, Wedin [22] showed that if AA + U= U, 
VHA +A = VH, U and V have full column rank, and rank(A - S) = m&A, 
then (A - UVH)+ is given by the right hand side of (1.3) when A -’ is 
replaced by A +, and T - ’ + I= VHA’U with R =I. Rao and Mitra [17, 
Exercise 22, p. 701 noted that U and V need not have full column rank and 
that R can be any nonsingular matrix. Corresponding to (1.3), the Wedin- 
Rao-Mitra formula is 
(A- URV~)+ = A+ -A+UTV~A+, (1.4 
where T-‘+R-‘=VHA+U, provided thatAA+U=U, that VHA+A=VH, 
and either that rank(A - URVH) = rankA or equivalently that R - ’ - 
VHA +U is nonsingular. In the same unpublished report, Wedin gave a form 
for (A - UVH)+ when rank is additive which reduces to (1.2) when A HS=O 
and ASH=O. 
The purpose of this paper is multifold. The two results, Theorems 2.1 and 
4.2, provide the framework on which to unify much material on the rank of 
A - S and on the associated Moore-Penrose inverses of A - S. In Sec. 2 we 
establish several equivalent expressions for rank(A - S) when AGS = S = 
SGA for some matrix G satisfying AGA = A. In this case rank(A - S) < 
rankd, and in Sec. 3 we consider the special case where rank(A - S) is 
subtractive. Section 4 contains a number of decomposition theorems which 
are used to construct semi-inverses of A - S and also forms for (A - S)+. It is 
shown, in particular, that there is a general form for (A - S)+, Theorem 4.2, 
which holds if and only if AA +S = S = SA +A. This form includes as special 
cases the generalized modification formula [and therefore a converse of 
(1.4)], the Hartwig subtractivity formula for (A - S)+, and an alternative 
Hartwig form. The form in Theorem 4.2 is further extended in Theorem 4.3 
to include the rank additivity case. Finally we return in Sec. 5 to obtain 
expressions for rank(A - S) when no conditions on A and S are assumed. 
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2. THERANKOFA-SWHENAA+S=S=SA+A 
Most of the results of this paper are expressed in terms of the difference 
of matrices. One of the reasons is that it seems natural to successively 
subtract matrices, each time reducing the rank, to finally obtain the zero 
matrix. In this event the sum of the subtracted matrices gives a decomposi- 
tion for the given matrix; for example, the singular value decomposition may 
be obtained in this way [9, p. 451. There is a way to express subtractivity 
results as additive ones and vice versa, and for some cases additive forms 
seem to be more useful for what follows, in which case we use the additive 
form. 
The following simple example illustrates some of the difficulty in obtain- 
ing results such that 
rank(A - S) = rankA + k, 
when what we will call the projection conditions do not hold. Let A = 
diag(a,,a,,a,,O, 0,O) with each ui nonzero. If we only allow S = UVH to be 
diagonal, then the calculation of rank(i) - S) is slightly more simple when 
S = diag(s,, ss, ss, sq, ss, ss) is known to have sq = sg = ss = 0. To see this think of 
the logical process necessary (or better, a computer program) to calculate the 
answer. In the less simple case one not only has to count when si = a,, 
i = 1,2,3, (say p equalities), but also how many times s, # 0, i = 4,5,6, (say q 
times). Then rank(A - S) = rankA - p + q. An additional consideration oc- 
curs if a,, us and us are not known to be nonzero. In the simple case where 
ai # 0, i = 1,2,3, and sq = ss = ss = 0, it follows that 
I-A+S =diag 1-:,l-z,l-z,l,l,l , 
and 
AA+S = S = SA+A. (2.1) 
Furthermore, for this example 
rank(A-S) = rankA - v(Z-A+S). (2.2) 
The projection conditions (2.1) are fundamental to the sequel, and the proof 
of Corollary 2.1 will show that the projection conditions imply (2.2). More- 
over, in our example there is no chance for rank subtractivity unless (2.1) 
holds, and no chance for additivity if it does. Notice that if A is nonsingular 
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rank(A - S) + v(A - S) = n = rankd. 
In this case it easily follows that 
rank(A - S) = rank(A) - r(I-A-%), (2.3) 
so that (2.2) can be thought of as a generalization of the nonsingular case 
(2.3). A problem in perturbation theory [19] is the discontinuity of A +. For 
that problem it is desirable to know when rank(A - S) =ra.nkA. If the 
projection conditions hold, then from (2.2) a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for rank(A - S) =rankA is that I- A +S be nonsingular. In Sec. 5 a 
further generalization of (2.2) is given which does not assume the projection 
conditions. 
There are several equivalent ways to state the projection conditions 
which have been used by various authors [2,14,19,21]; e.g., if S = WH, then 
the columns of U are in R(A) and those of V in R(AH) or, equivalently, the 
projection of U onto R(A) is U and the projection of V onto II is V. 
[Also, in Theorem 4.2 we show that the projection conditions are equivalent 
to a certain form for (A - S) + .] The forms that we will use frequently are 
given in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 and are probably well known. The proofs are 
given for completeness. 
LEMMA 2.1.. Let G be any matrix such that A = AGA, and let S = WH. 
Then necessary and sufficient conditions for 
U=AA+U and VH=VHA+A (2.4) 
are 
U = AGU and VH = VHGA, (2.5) 
which in turn imply 
AA+S = S = SA+A. (2.6) 
Conversely, if UVH is a full rank &composition of S, then the conditions 
(2.6) imply the conditions (2.5). The conditions (2.6) are also equivalent to 
AGS = S = SGA. (2.7) 
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Furthermore, if either set of conditions (2.4) or (2.5) hold with A = AGA, 
then VHGU= VHA+U. 
Proof. Assume (2.4). Then AA + U= U implies AGAA +U = U, which in 
turn implies AGU= U. Similarly, VH = VHGA. Conversely, assume (2.5). 
Then AGU = U implies AA +AGU = U, which in turn implies AA + U = U. 
Similarly, VHA +A = V H. The conditions (2.4) obviously imply (2.6). If WH 
is a full rank decomposition of S, then (2.4) holds by postmultiplying the first 
equality of (2.6) by VH+ and premultiplying the second by U +. That (2.7) is 
equivalent to (2.6) follows from the same argument that showed (2.5) 
equivalent to (2.4). If (2.5) holds, then VHA+U= VHGAA+AGU= VHGAGU 
= VHGU. If (2.4) holds, then VHGU= VHA+AGAA +U= VHA’AA +U= 
VHA + U. n 
If the reader feels more comfortable with the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse, Lemma 2.1 allows him to replace the matrix G with A+ in the 
results that follow. The conditions (2.5) hold, for example, whenever A is 
nonsingular, and the following result shows that they hold when rank is 
subtractive. This result will be used to prove the generalized direct analogue 
of the Wedderburn-Householder theorem, Corollary 3.1. A proof of the 
following lemma appeared in [14, Theorem 11, and essentially in [9, 
Corollary 1.101. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let S = UVH be a full rank decomposition, and let A= 
AGA. Then rank(A-S)=rankA-ranks implies U=AGU and VH= 
VHGA. 
In some of our results it is not necessary that S= UVH be a full rank 
factorization. However, it is necessary in Lemma 2.2, since, for example, if 
A=diag(l,O)=S=UVH=VH, where U-Z, thenAA+U=A#U. 
We now give another representation for the projection conditions. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let S= UVH and A= AGA. Then the conditions 
AGU = U, VH = VHGA (2.8) 
imply S = AMA for M = GSG. Conversely if UVH is a full rank factorimtion 
of S= AQA, then the conditions (2.8) hold. Further if XYH is any decom- 
position of Q with U= AX and VH= YHA, then the condition-s (2.8) hold 
and S = AGSGA. 
Proof. If the conditions (2.8) hold, then M= GWHG is effective. Con- 
versely, if AQA = UVH, then AQAVH+ = U, so that AG( U) = AGAQAVH+ 
= AQAVH+ = U. Similarly, VH = VHGA. By the definition of X, AGU= 
AGAX = AX = U, and similarly VH = VHGA. n 
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The following result (an abstract of which appeared in [6]) yields many 
corollaries. In particular we will show that the conclusion is equivalent to the 
previously illustrated relation rank(A - S) = rank A - z$ I - A +S). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S = UVH and A =AGA. Then the projection condi- 
tions U= AGU and VH = VHGA imply 
rank(A - S) = rankA - Y(Z- VHGU), (2.9) 
or equivalently 
v(A - S) = y(A) + Y(Z- VHGU). (2.10) 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, this theorem can be proved with no loss in 
generality by replacing G with A +. The relation (2.9) is equivalent to (2.10) 
because nullity plus rank equals number of columns. Let B = A - UVH. The 
hypothesis VH = VHA +A implies that the null space of B contains that of A. 
Therefore 
y(B) = v(A) + dim[ N(B) n N(A)l] = v(A) + dim[ N(B)n R(A+)]. 
The latter equality holds since the orthogonal complement of N(A) is the 
same as the range of A+ [17]. Let D=N(B)nR(A+) and E=N(Z- 
VHA ‘U). The proof is complete if dimD= dimE. Assume D is not just the 
zero vector, and let the columns of X be a basis for D. Thus AX= WHX, 
and X = A +Y for some Y. Therefore AA +Y = WHX, and hence 
X=A+Y=A+WHX, (2.11) 
so that VHX has linearly independent columns. Furthermore, from Eq. (2.11) 
VHX = ( VHA ‘U) VHX, so that the columns of VHX are in E. Thus dim D < 
dimE. 
Now let the columns of Z be a basis for E. Then 
Z = VHA+UZ, (2.12) 
and thus A + UZ has linearly independent columns. Also 
(A-WH)A+UZ=AA+UZ- WHA+UZ= UZ-UZ=O, (2.13) 
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from the hypothesis AA +U= U and Eq. (2.12). Thus the columns of A +UZ 
are in D, and hence dim E Q dim D. It remains to show that if dim D = 0, then 
I - VHA + V is nonsingular. If not, then as in (2.13) there is a nonzero vector z 
such that the nonzero vector A + Uz is in D. n 
Professor Styan has pointed out that Marsaglia and Styan [14, (7.5, p. 
ZSS)], with hypothesis equivalent to the projection conditions, used an 
approach based on partitioned matrices to prove 
rank(A - S) = rankA - ranks + rank(S- SGS). 
There does not seem to be an easy way to reduce this expression to (2.9) 
except in the special case of S= UVH being a full rank decomposition. 
Hereafter, with one exception, we will not explicitly state the equiva- 
lence between rank and nullity exhibited by (2.9) and (2.10). It is obvious, 
however, that many of the following results can be stated alternatively in 
terms of nullity. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A=AGA. If S=ALMA, then rank(A-S)=rankA 
-v(l-MA)=rankA-v(I-AM)=rankA-v(I-SG)=rankA-v(l-GS). 
Proof. Let M=XYH, U=AX, and VH= YHA. Then from Lemma 2.3, 
S= AXYHA, AGU= U, and VH= VHGA. So from Theorem 2.1, rank(A - S) 
=rankA-v(I- YHAX). Further apply the theorem to I- MA = I- XYHA, 
where X takes the role of U and Y HA takes the role of VH. Then rank(Z - 
MA)=rankI-v(l- YHAX). Th us v(I- MA) = v(l- YHAX). Similarly, v(l- 
AM) = v(Z- YHAX). Also we apply the theorem to I- SG= I- AMAG, 
where A takes the role of U and MAC the role of VH. This gives v(l- SC) = 
~r(l- MA). Application of the theorem to I- (AMA)G gives Y(I- GS) = v(Z 
- SC). W 
Another way to express part of Corollary 2.1 is to state that for any 
conformable matrices A and M, 
Y(I-AM) = Y(Z-MA) = rankA - rank(A-AMA). 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 allow us to state Corollary 2.1 in many other equivalent 
ways; e.g., AA +S = S = SA +A implies 
v(A - S) = v(A) + v(I-A+S) (2.14) 
(cf. Theorem 2.1). When stated this way, a very simple direct proof, not 
dependent on a dimensional&y argument, can be given for (2.14) which 
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shows the relationship of several null spaces. That is, we show set equality of 
D=N(A--S)niVI(A) and E=N(Z-A+S), rather than equality of dimen- 
sions as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. The assumption XED implies each of 
the equalities of x=A+y = A+AA+y = A+Ax= A+% except the second, 
which follows from the definition of A +. Thus D c E. If zEE, then 
6R(A+)-Nl(A), and also the first equality of A_z = AA +Sz= Sz holds. 
The second equality holds by the projection condition hypothesis. Thus 
E G D. Observe that the proof shows without qualification that 
D=h’(A-S)nN”(A)ch’(Z-A’S) EE cA+(A)=R(A+). 
For the first containment to be an equality, we use the hypothesis AA +S = S. 
To have the null space of A contained in that of A - S, and therefore 
v(A-S) = v(A)+dim[N(A-S)nNl(A)], 
we use the hypothesis S = SA +A. Further, let 
F=iVl(A-S)nN(A) and H= Nl(A-S)nN(Z-A+S); 
then in general, 
v(A-S) =[v(A)-dimF] +[v(Z-AAS)-dimH], 
which is a generalization of (2.14) ( see Fig. 1). Also, without qualification 
N(Z-A+S)cN(Z-A+A), and the latter is disjoint from N(A) except for the 
zero vector. 
FIG. 1. Circle depicts N(A). Ellipse depicts N(A - S). Vertically hatched area 
depicts N(Z - A +S). The horizontally hatched area, at the top of the figure outside 
N(Z- A + S), depicts F, whereas the doubly hatched area is H. If the projection 
conditions hold, the horizontally hatched areas do not appear. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. The equality rank A - rank(A - AMA) = rank M - 
rank( M - MAM) holds f or all matrices A and M fm which AMA i.s defined. 
Proof. From Corollary 2.1, Y(Z- MA) = Y(Z - AM) whenever MA and 
AM are square. Thus if the first equality for rank(A - S) of Corollary 2.1 is 
applied both to A - AMA and M - MAM, then the conclusion follows. n 
This result could have easily been included in Corollary 2.1 as an 
additional trailing equality, rank A - rank M + rank( M - MAM). However, 
this result seems to deserve to be displayed separately. No doubt many 
important, well-known results follow easily from this result. For example, 
Bjerhamar’s [4] often used result that any two of the conditions AMA = A, 
MAM= M, rankA =rankM imply the third follows at once. Another im- 
mediate consequence is one given in [17]: E is idempotent if and only if 
rank(Z-E) = rankI - rankE. (2.15) 
Furthermore, MAM = M implies that AM is idempotent, which from (2.9) 
gives rank(Z - AM) = rankI - rankAM. Hence MAM = M implies the well- 
known relation 
v(Z-AM) = rankAM, (2.16) 
which will be used later. Similarly, MAM = M implies JJ( I - MA) = rank( MA). 
Also, by comparing (2.15) with Theorem 2.1, we obtain Langenhop’s result 
[13]: If UVH is a full factorization of E, then E is idempotent if and only if 
VHU= 1. The following result is also an immediate consequence of Corollary 
2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Given A and M with AMA defined, then A and M 
have the same rank if and only if A -AMA and M - MAM do. 
3. WHEN DOES rank(A - S) = rankA -ranks? 
The Wedderbum-Householder theorem characterizes rank(A - S) = 
rankA -ranks when S has rank one. The following result is the direct 
analogue which treats the case in which a matrix of rank possibly greater 
than one is subtracted. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let UR -lVH be a full rank factorization of S. Then 
rank(A - S) = rankA - ranks (3.1) 
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if and only if 
iJ=AX, VH = YHA, and YHAX = R (3.2) 
for some matrices X and Y. 
Proof. There is no loss in generality in assuming R = Z. If (3.1) holds, 
then from Lemma.2.2 the conditions AGU= U and VH= VHGA hold for any 
matrix G such that A =AGA. Thus, by Theorem 2.1 and Lemmas 2.2 and 
2.1, X= GU and YH = VHG are effective. Conversely, if (3.2) holds, then 
VHGU= YHAGAX= YHAX = 1. Thus the number of columns of U equals 
~(1-- VHGU), which in turn is the rank of S. Thus from Theorem 2.1 the 
condition (3.1) holds. n 
We remark at this point that expressions using S= WH can be made to 
appear more general if S = UR -lVH. For example, (2.9) in this case becomes 
rank(A - S) = rankA - v(R - V*GU). 
Clearly, however, rewriting our results in this manner with R #I gives no 
additional generality. 
Implicit in the proof of Corollary 3.1 is the following result from [14]. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A=AGA. Then rank(A-S)=rankA-ranks if 
and only if AGS = S = SGA = SGS. 
ConoL~~rzY 3.3. The equality 
rank(A - S) = rankA - ranks (3.3) 
holds if and only if there is a matrix M such that 
S=AMA, M=MAM. (34 
In this event the matrices MA, AM, I- AM and Z-MA are idempotent. M 
and S are semi-inverses of each other, S = AGSGA = SGS for any G with 
A = AGA, and M is a solution to the hamogeneous systems of equations 
(A-S)X=OandX(A-S)=O. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 the equality (3.3) implies S =AMA, 
where M may be chosen as GSG with G any matrix such that A = 
AGA. Thus rankM =rankS. Corollary 2.2 then implies rank(A - S) = 
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rank(M - MAM) + rankA -rank S, so that the hypothesis (3.3) gives M = 
MAM. Conversely if the conditions (3.4) hold, then S and M are semi-in- 
verses of each other, and therefore rank S = rank M. Thus from Corollary 2.2, 
rankA - rank(A - AMA) = rank S - 0 gives (3.3). The idempotency conditions 
follows from MAM = M. The conditions (3.4) imply AM = SM and MA = MS. 
By Corollary 3.2, SGS = S. n 
It will be more convenient to state the next several results in additive 
form. The comments after the proof of the next result will show that its 
hypothesis (3.5) is equivalent to rank(A + S) = rankA + rank S. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any A and S, 
rank(A - S) = rankA + ranks (3.5) 
if and only if there is a matrix M, such that AM,A =A, MIS =0 and 
SM, = 0. This in turn is equivalent to the existence of a matrix M, such that 
SM,S=S, M,A=O and AM,=O. Furthermore, (A-S)(M,-M,)(A-S)=A 
- s. 
Proof. If (3.5) holds, then rank S = rank(A - S)-rankA, so that applying 
Corollary 3.3 to - S = (A - S) -A gives the result that there is a matrix M, 
for which 
A = (A-s)M,(A-S), M,(A- S)M, = M,. (3.6) 
Hence 
M,A = M,[(A-S)M,(A-S)] = M,(A-S), 
and similarly AM, = (A - S)M,, so that 
M,S = 0, SM, = 0, (3.7) 
and AM,A = A from (3.6). 
Conversely, if M is a matrix such that AMA = A, MS = 0, and SM=O, 
then (3.7) holds with M, = MAM and AM,A = A. Also, A - S and M, satisfy 
(3.6). Therefore 
rank(-S) = rank[(A-S)-A] =rank(A-S)-rankA 
by Corollary 3.3, so that (3.5) holds. 
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By a similar argument with A = (A - S) + S, (3.5) implies that there exists 
a matrix M2 for which SM,S = S, 
M,A = 0, AM, = 0, (3.8) 
and again similarly if SMS = S, MA =0 and AM =O, then with M, = MSM, 
(3.8) holds and SM,S= S, to give rank additivity (3.5). Thus (A - S)(M,- 
M,)(A - S) = A - S, by (3.7) and (3.8). n 
We have seen that there are several sign manipulations that can change 
the looks of many of our results. Further, we note in Theorem 3.1 that 
rank(A + S) additive is equivalent to rank(oA + PS) = rankA +rank S for all 
nonzero scalars (Y and j3. Thus we will also refer to (3.5) as rank additivity. In 
contrast, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that rank(A - S) subtractive implies 
rank(d - PS) subtractive if and only if (Y = p. Thus we have in this case that 
rank(A - S) subtractive implies rank(A - /3S) = rankA for all P# 1. 
COROLLARY 3.4. For any A and S, 
rank(A-S) = rankA +rankS 
if and only if there exist matrices M, and M, such that AM,A =A and 
SM,S = S with AM, + SM2 and M,A + M,S iokmpotent. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, rank additivity implies that 
and 
(A-S)(M,-M,) =AM,+SM, 
(M, - M,)(A - S) = M,A + M,S 
are idempotent for some M, and M2. 
Conversely, with AM,A =A and SM,S= S, AM,, M,A, SM, and M2S are 
each idempotent. Hence AM, + SM, and M,A + M,S idempotent imply 
AM,SM2 = 0, SM,AM, = 0 (3.9) 
and 
M,AM,S = 0, M,SM,A = 0. (3.10) 
Thus M,AM,S=O from the first relation in (3.9), and SM,AM, =0 from the 
second relation in (3.10), so that rank is additive by Theorem 3.1. n 
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THEOREM 3.2. For any A and S let !$,=(I-AA+)S(Z-A+A). Then 
rank(A - S) = rankA + ranks 
if and only if SSliS= S. 
Proof. If rank(A - S) is additive, then by Theorem 3.1 there exists a 
matrix M such that SMS = S, MA = 0 and AM = 0. Thus if M, = MSM, then 
M, = M,SM, = Mz(Z-AA+)S(Z-A+A)Mz = M&&M,, 
so that rank S,, > rank M, = rank S. But rank S,, d rank S. Now with rank!&= -- 
rank S, then for any full rank factorization S = UVH, S,, = UVH with U= (1 
-AA+)U and Vu= VH(I-A+A) is a full rank factorization. Hence S$ = 
VH+fl+. Also, using the fact [S, Lemma 4.1, p. 131 that for any Hermitian 
and idempotent matrix P, PQ = Q implies Q +P= Q + and dually QP= Q 
implies PQ+=Q+, then S$(Z-AA+)=SG=(I-A+A)S$, which gives 
ss;s = w-f$g7VH = WH = s. 
Conversely, if SS$S = S, then AS,: =0 and S$A = 0 imply that rank is 
additive, by Theorem 3.1. n 
We remark at this point that there is an obvious dual form of Theorem 
3.2 obtained by interchanging the roles of A and S. Thus with 
A,, = (I- SS +)A(I- S+S), (3.11) 
rank(A - S) is additive if and only AA&A = A. We also remark that not only 
S,, but also S,=(Z-AA+)S and S,= S(I-A+A) will be used in Sets. 4 and 
5 in the characterization of rank(A - S) and the construction of (A - S)+. 
Corollary 3.5, which follows, is a summary of some characterizations of 
subtractivity (see also Marsaglia and Styan [14] for additional characteriza- 
tions). Clearly, one should not assume that all of the matrices M are the 
same, and, of course, most forms should be preceded by an appropriate 
statement “there exist matrices. . . “; e.g., (3.15) and (3.29) require a full rank 
decomposition of S. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Zf G is any matrix such that A =AGA, then the 
following are equivalent: 
rank(A - S) = rankA - ranks; (3.12) 
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S = AXR -‘YHA, YHAX = R; 
s = WH, AGU = U, VH = VHGA, ranks = v(Z- VHGU); 
s = UP, A = AGA, AGU = U, VH = VHGA, VHGU = I; 
S = AMA, MAM = M; 
S=AiLi!A, M= WH, VHAU = I; 
S=AMA, ranks = v(Z-MA); 
S=AMA, ranks = v(Z-AM); 
S=AMA, ranks = v(Z- SG); 
S=AMA, ranks = v(Z- GS); 
S=AMA, AM iakmpotent, rankAM = m&M; 
S=AMA, MA iakmpotent, rankMA = rat&M; 
A-S=AMA, MAM=M; 
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(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(A-S)M(A-S)=A-S, M(A-s)M=M, MS=O, SM=O; 
(3.25) 
sh4s = s, MSM = M, M(A-s) = 0, (A-s)M= 0; (3.26) 
(A-s)M,(A-S) =A-S, SM,S= s, (3.27) 
such that (A - S)M, - SM, and M,(A - S) - M,S are idernpotent; 
rank([Z-(A-S)(A-S)+]S[Z-(A-S)+(A-S)]) =rankS; (3.28) 
s = UVH, rank(~H (/)=rankA; (3.29) 
(A-S)+ =[z-A+s(A+s)+]A+[z-(sA+)+sA+]; (3.30) 
(A-s){[z-(A-s)(A-s)+]s[z-(A-s)+(A-s)]}+(A-S) = A- s. 
(3.31) 
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Proof. That (3.13) is equivalent to (3.12) is Corollary 3.1. That (3.14) is 
equivalent to (3.12) follows directly from Theorem 2.1. That (3.15) is 
equivalent to (3.12) is essentially Corollary 3.2. That (3.16) is equivalent to 
(3.12) is part of C orolkuy 3.3. We will see that (3.17) is equivalent to (3.16), 
since M = UVH, VHAU= Z characterizes MAM = M. (The discussion of this 
characterization will be given in the next section prior to Corollary 4.1.) That 
(3.18), (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21) are equivalent to (3.12) follows directly from 
Corollary 2.1. To see that (3.22) is equivalent to (3.16) one can use the 
well-known result [3] that necessary and sufficient conditions for MAM = M 
are that AM is idempotent and rankAM =rankM. The necessity of this result 
is obvious, and the sufficiency follows from our results: Corollary 2.1 implies 
rank(A - AMA) = rank(A) - v(Z - AM). Therefore from Corollary 2.2 it 
suffices to show v(Z-AM)=rankM. But from (2.16), v(Z-AM)=rankAM, 
and from hypothesis the latter is rank M. That (3.23) is equivalent to (3.16) 
follows by a similar argument. That (3.24) is equivalent to (3.12) follows by 
letting S’ = A - S in (3.12), and noting that (3.12) becomes ranks’ = rankA - 
rank(A - S’) and that (3.16) becomes A - S’=AMA, and MAM= M. From 
Theorem 2.1 and a similar change of variables, (3.25) and (3.26) make up the 
subtractive form of Theorem 3.1, and therefore are equivalent to (3.12). 
Similarly, (3.28) and (3.31) are the subtractive forms of Theorem 3.2, and 
(3.27) is the subtractive form of Corollary 3.4. That (3.29) is equivalent to 
(3.15) is immediate from the following result of Marsaglia and Styan [14]: 
rank( ‘& 7) = rankA + rank( vH_\HGA y--z). (3.32) 
Taking G=A+ in (3.15) gives AA+S= S= SA+A=SA+S. Then if X desig- 
nates the right hand side of (3.30), it follows that 
(A-S)X = AA+[Z-(SA+)+SA+] 
and 
X(A-S) =[I-A+s(A+s)+]A+A 
are Hermitian, (A - S)X(A - S) = A - S, and X(A - S)X = X; i.e., the four 
conditions (1.1) for the Moore-Penrose inverse hold. 
Conversely, (3.30) implies (A +S)H(A - S)+ = 0 and (A - S)+( SA ‘)” = 0, 
so that (A-S)A+S=O and SA+(A-S)=O. HenceAA+S=SA+S=SA+A, 
andtherelationAA+S=Sfollowsfrom(A-S)(A-S)+(A-S)=A-S. n 
We remark that an alternative form of (3.30) is due to Hartwig [lo]. He 
gave (3.29) as hypothesis, and from this showed that the projection condi- 
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tions AA + U = U, VH = VHA 'A hold and that 
(A- UDVH)+ 
Thus with D= I and S= WH, 
(A-S)+ =[z-A+cT(A+u)+]A+[I-(v~A+)+v~A+]. (3.33) 
To obtain the equivalent form in (3.30) we observe that since in addition 
VHA+U=Z by (3.15), it follows that U, A+U, V and AH+V all have full 
column rank, so that A+U(A+U)+ =A+S(A+S)+ and (VHA+)+VHA+ = 
(SA+)+SA+. Some of the more interesting observations of all this are the 
converse of the Hartwig formula and that Hartwig’s hypothesis (3.29) can be 
shown equivalent to subtractivity via the Marsaglia-Styan result (3.32) and 
our result (3.15). 
4. MATRIX DECOMPOSITIONS AND MOORE-PENROSE INVERSE 
CONSTRUCTION 
If rankR -I = rankM, then the condition A4AM = M is equivalent to the 
conditions YHAX = R and M = XR -‘YH. This result was the basis for a 
characterization of semi-inverses given by Funderlic [8, 91 and rediscovered 
[3, p. 471: If rankA=rankR - ‘, then M and A are semi-inverses of each 
other if and only if there are matrices X and Y such that M = XR - ‘YH and 
Y HAX = R. This characterization gives the last statement of the following 
result. The first part follows from Corollary 3.1 by letting A= S. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Zf R is nen.sin&ur with rankR=rankA, then there 
are matrices X and Y such that A = AXR -‘Y HA, where Y HAX = R. In this 
event M= XR -‘YH is a semi-inverse of A. 
This result is well known for the special case where R is a diagonal 
matrix with the diagonal elements being the nonzero singular values of A, 
[12, Exercise 19, p. 311. The representation of A is then the singular value 
decomposition of A. In Corollary 4.1 the decomposition is quite general. One 
can pick any full rank factorization UR - ‘VH of A whatsoever. Then 
U = AGU = AX and VH = VHGA = YHA, where G is any matrix such that 
A = AGA. Another approach would be to successively apply the Wedder- 
burn-Householder theorem [9, pp. 18-191. 
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There has been much research on the topic of constructing semi-inverses 
and other types of inverses. For example, Bjerhammar [4] first noted that 
YAZ is a semi-inverse of A if A = AYA = AZA. The comments that im- 
mediately preceded Corollary 4.1 provide a way to construct a matrix X of 
prescribed rank not greater than that of A such that X = XAX. An elemen- 
tary way to construct a matrix X of prescribed rank not less than that of A 
such that A = AXA often relies on the Hermite normal form [3, p. lo], and 
an additional condition [3, p, 191 on X makes X a semi-inverse of A. The 
following result is closely related to the material of this paper. The idea here 
is to construct a semi-inverse of A as the sum of matrices Xi and X,, where 
X, = X,AX, and X, = X,AX,. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let M,AM, = M,. Then there is at least one M, such that 
M, + M, and A are semi-inverses of each other and MzAMz = M,. In this 
event M,AMz = M,AM, = 0, and 
rank( M, + M,) = rank M, + rank M,. (4.1) 
Proof. Let S=AM,A. Corollary 2.2 and the fact that S and M, are 
semi-inverses of each other then give 
rank(A - S) = rankA - rankM, = rankA - ranks. (4.2) 
Let X be any semi-inverse of A. Then rankX=rankA, SXS = S, and 
Corollary 2.2 and (4.2) together give 
rank(X- XSX) = rankX - ranks = rank(A - S). (4.3) 
If M,=X- XSX, then A(M, + M,)A = S+A -AXSXA =A. In a similar 
manner MzAMz = M,, and (Ml + M,)A( M, + M,) = M, + M,. Thus M, + M, 
and A are semi-inverses, so that rank(M, + M,)=rankA, and (4.1) follows 
from (4.2) and (4.3). We remark that Mz =0 when rankM, =rankA. Finally, 
M, + M, and A being semi-inverses of each other gives M,AMz = M,A( M, + 
M,)AM, = M,AM,AM2 + M,AM2AM2 = M,AMz + M,AM,, which implies 
M,AM, = 0. Similarly, MzAM, = 0 n 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let M, = M,AM, and M,= n/r,AM,. Then necessary 
and sufficient conditions for A and M, + M, to be semi-inverses are that 
M,AMz = M,AM, = 0 and rankA = rank(M, + M2). 
Proof. The necessity is just the last statement of Theorem 4.1. Con- 
versely Corollary 2.2 gives rank A - rank[A - A( M, + M,)A] = rank( M, + M,) 
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- rank[ M, + Ma - (M, + M,)A (M, + M.-J]. By hypothesis, rank A = rank( M, + 
M,), and the hypothesis M,AM, = M,AM, = 0 implies (M, + M,)A(M, + M,) 
=M,+M,. ThusA=A(M,+M,)A. n 
We turn now to establishing forms for the Moore-Penrose inverse of 
differences of matrices A - S, which will then serve to unify a number of 
seemingly diverse results. The following lemma will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A and S be any matrices with A - S defined. Then 
(a) (I- SA+)(Z- SA+)+ and AA+ commute, 
(b) (I-A+S)+(Z-A+S) and A+A commute. 
Proof. If we write the relation (I-SA+)(Z-SA+)+(Z-SA+)=Z- 
SA + as 
(z-SA+)(Z-SA+)+ = z- sA+ +(I-SA+)(Z-SA+)+SA+ 
with the left hand side and also AA + Hermitian, then the right hand side of 
(z-SA+)(Z-SA+)+AA+ = AA+ -so+ +(I-SA+)(Z-SA+)+SA+ 
Hermitian implies that (I - SA ‘)( Z - SA ‘) + and AA + commute. 
The relationship in (b) follows in a similar manner using Z-A +S. n 
Although the form (4.4) in the next result is not apparently directly useful 
for computation, we will show that it includes as special cases the Hartwig 
subtractivity form (3.30) and a generalization of the modification formula. 
THEOREM 4.2. Fur any A and S, 
(A-s)+ = (I-A+S)+(A+-A+SA+)(Z-SA+)+ (4.4) 
if and only if AA+S= S= SA+A. 
Proof. Let X designate the right hand side of (4.4). Then if AA +S = S = 
SA +A, it follows that 
(A-S)X = AA+(Z-SA+)(Z-SA+)+ 
and 
X(A-s) = (I-~+s)+(z-A+s)A+A 
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are Hermitian, by Lemma 4.1. Moreover, (A - S)X(A - S) = A - S, and 
X(A-S)X=X. Thus X=(A-S)+. 
Conversely, if (A - S)+ has the form in (4.4), then 
(A-S)(A-S)+=[A(Z-A?)-(I-AA+)S](A-S)+ 
= AA+(Z-SA+)(Z-SA+)+ - (Z-AA+)S(A-S)+, 
and with (A- S)(A- S)+ [and also, by Lemma 4.1, AA+(Z- SA+)(Z- 
SA ‘)‘I Hermitian, then 
(Z-AA+)S(A-S)+ =[(ZY~A+)S(A-S)+]~ 
Thus we have 
= (A- S)+HSH(Z-AA+). 
(Z-AA+)S(A-S)+AA+ = (Z-AA+)S(A-S)+ = 0, 
so that 
(A-S)(A-S)+ = AA+(Z-SA+)(Z-SA+)+, 
andA-S=(A-S)(A-S)+(A-S) implies 
A-S = AA+(Z-SA+)(Z-SA+)+[(Z-SA+)A-S(Z-A+A)] 
= AA+(Z-SA+)A-AA+(Z-SA+)(Z-SA+)+S(Z-A+A). 
Consequently 
S = AA+SA+A-AA+(Z-SA+)(Z-SA+)+S(Z-A+A), 
and so (I-AA+)S=O. 
A similar type of argument using (A - S)+(A - S) gives S(Z-A +A) =O. 
n 
That (3.30) is a special case of Theorem 4.2 can be shown in the 
following manner: It was noted by Hartwig [lo, Corollary 2, p. 621 that if B 
and C are any matrices with BC= Z, then 
(I- Cl?)+ = (I- cc+)(Z-B+B). 
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In this case CB is idempotent, and a slightly more general statement which 
follows directly from (2.15) and (3.30) is that if Q is any idempotent matrix, 
then 
(I-Q)+= (I-QQ+)(Z-Q+Q). (4.5) 
To obtain (3.30) as a special case of Theorem 4.2, observe that if rank 
(A - S) = rank A -rank S, then AA +S = S = SA +A = SA +S by Corollary 3.2, 
SO that (A - S)+ has the form in (4.4) with A +S and SA + idempotent. Using 
Q=A+S and Q=SA+ in (4.5) to form (I-A+S)+ and (I-SA+)+, (4.4) 
becomes 
(A-S)+ =[z-A+s(A+s)+][z-(A+s)+A+s] 
(A+-A+sA+)[z-SA+(SA+)+][Z-(sA+)+sA+], 
which reduces immediately to (3.30). 
We will show that the following corollary to Theorem 4.2 includes the 
well-known Woodbury modification formula and a known generalization of 
it. 
COROLLARY 4.3. rank(A-S)=rankA, with AA+S=S=SA+A, if and 
only if 
(A-s)+ = A+(z-SA+)-’ = (I-~+s)-lA+. (4.6) 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1, the conditions rank(A - S) = 
rankA, AA+S=S and SA+A=S imply that I-SA+ and I-A+S are 
nonsingular, so that the forms in (4.6) follow from (4.4). 
Conversely, if (4.6) holds, then rank (A - S)+ = rankA +, so that rank(A - 
S) = rankd. Moreover, with 
(A-S)+ = (I-A+S)-‘(A+-A+SA+)(Z-SA+)-i 
in this case, AA +S = S = SA +A by Theorem 4.2. n 
The expression (a nonsingular matrix R may be introduced between U 
and VH with no gain in generality) 
(A- UVH)+ = A+ +A+U(Z-VHA+U)-‘VHA+, (4.7) 
which holds whenever AA +U = U, VHA +A = VH and rank(A - WH) = 
rankd, is an immediate special case of Corollary 4.3 obtained by taking 
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S= UVH, writing the first equality in (4.6) as 
(A-S)+ = A+[Z+SA+(Z-SA+)-‘1 = A+ +A+S(Z-A+S)-‘A+, 
and using the fact that 
S(Z-A+S)-’ = U(Z- VHA+U)-‘VH. 
As noted in the introduction, the form (4.7) of the modification formula is 
due to Wedin [22], and the reader should consult Householder [12] for the 
early history of the nonsingular A case. The forms (4.4), (4.6) and (4.7) can be 
thought of as modification formulas. In each case our converse includes the 
projection conditions with (4.6) and (4.7) also implying rank(A - S) = rankd. 
We will see that there are forms in Theorem 4.3 more general than any of 
these forms. 
The proof of the next result uses the relations B + = (BHB) +BH = 
P(BP)+, which hold for all matrices B. (This procedure of using B HB or 
BB H will also be employed in Sec. 5 in characterizing rank(A - S) in the 
general case.) 
COROLLARY 4.4. For any A and S, let S, = (Z-AA +)S and S, = S(Z - 
A+A) 
(a) Zf SA +A = S, then 
(A-S,)+ = A+(Z+AH+S,HSIA+)-l(Z-AH+Sf). 
(b) Zf AA +S = S, then 
(A-S,)+ = (z-s;A~+)(z+A+S,S;A~+)-~A+. 
Proof. If SA+A=S, then AA+(A-&)=A and (A-S1)A+A=A-S1 
together imply rank(A - S,) = rankA. Thus, forming 
(A - S,)H(A - S,) = AHA -t SF& 
with A HA(A HA)+ = A +A = (A HA)+A ‘IA, we apply Corollary 4.3 to give 
[(A-s,)~(A-s,)]+ = A+AH+(Z+S+lA+AH+)-l 
= A+(Z+AH+S,HS,A+)-lAH+. 
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The expression in (a) now follows from (A - SJ+ = [(A - SJH(A - &)]+(A - 
SJH* 
The expression in (b) follows in a similar manner using 
(A - &)(A - S,)H = AAH + s,s,H. n 
Observe in Theorem 3.1 that for any A and S, if A HS = 0 and SA H=O, 
thenA+S=OandSA+=O.Thus,withM,=A+inTheorem3.1,rank(A-S) 
= rankA + rank S. Moreover, since SHA = 0 and ASH = 0, it follows that 
S+A=OandAS+=O,sothatifM,=S+,thenA+-S+isasemi-inverseof 
A-S with 
and 
(A-s)(A+-S+) = ~_4++ss+ 
(A+-S+)(A-S) =A+A+s+s 
Hermitian. This establishes the previously noted result that if A HS = 0 and 
SAH=O, then rank(A-S)=rankA+rank(S) and (A-S)+=A+-S+. 
Combining this formula with a decomposition of A - S provides a num- 
ber of equivalent expressions for (A - S)+ when rank(A - S) is additive. The 
first expression in Theorem 4.3 is a direct extension of the form in Theorem 
4.2, and reduces to that form when S,, = (I-AA+)S(Z-A+A) =O. The 
second and third forms for (A - S)+ give the analogues of (4.6), and the 
fourth expression is easily shown to be equivalent to a Wedin form to be 
discussed below. 
THEOREM 4.3. For any A and S, let S,,=(Z-AA+)S(Z-A+A). Zf 
rank(A - S) = rank A + rank S, then 
(a) (A-s)+=(z-A+s+S;sA+A)+(A+-s$-A+SA++S;SA++ 
A+SS,;)(Z-SA++AA+SS$)+, 
(b) (A-S)+=(A+-S;)(Z-SA++AA+SS;)-l, 
(c) (A-S)+=(Z-A+S+S;SA+A)-‘(A+-S;), 
(d) (A-S)+=(Z-S,;tS)A+(Z-SS$)-S;. 
Proof, By Theorem 3.2, rank(A - S) additive implies rankS,,=rankS. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, it follows that if S = WH, then S,, = uqH 
with o= (I - AA ‘) U and vH = VH(Z - A +A) is a full rank factorization. 
Hence S,; = vH’ 0’) and if A HS,, = 0 and &,A H = 0, then 
(A+,~)+ = A+ -s$, 
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so that (A - &,)(A- S12)+ =AA+ + VU+ and (A - &)+(A- S,,)=A+A+ 
VV'. Whereupon, if we write 
then it follows that (A - &)(A - Sr,)+( S - S,,) = S - S,, and (S - S,,)(A - 
S,,)+(A - S,,) = S - S,,. Theorem 4.2 now applies to 
A - S = (A-s,,) - (s- $2) (4.8) 
to form (A- S)+. 
To obtain the forms for (A - S)+, observe first that 
(s-S,,)(A+-S$) = SA+ -SSl;t +S,& = SA+ -AA+.%;, 
(A+-S$)(S-S,,) = A+S- S&S+ S&S,, = A+S- S;SA+A, 
and 
(A+-&;)(S-&,)(A+-S;)=A+SA+-S,,+SA+ -A+SS;. 
The form in (a) now follows directly by applying (4.4) to the decomposition 
in (4.8). 
That the expressions for (A - S) + in (b) and (c) hold is apparent if we 
note that if rank(A - S) =rank(A - S,,), then both I- A +S + S$SA +A and 
Z - SA + + AA ‘X5$ are nonsingular. The expression in (a) now reduces to 
those in (b) and (c) in the same way that (4.6) follows from (4.4). 
To establish the expression in (d), observe first that (AA+SS$)2 =0 
implies (I + AA ‘SS,;) -r = Z-AA +SS,z . Thus, applying the second form of 
the modification formula (4.6) to (I- SA+ +AA+SS$)-‘=[(Z+AA+SSr~) 
- SA+]-’ gives 
(I- SA+ +AA+SS$)-’ = (I- SA+ +AA+SA+)-l(Z-AA+SS,;t) 
=[I-(I-AA+)SA+]-‘(I-AA+SS$), 
since rank additivity of A - S implies SS$S = S by Theorem 3.2. Moreover, 
with [(I-AA+)SA+]‘=O, [I-(I-AA+)SA+]-‘=Z+(Z-AA+)SA+, SO 
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that 
(I- SA+ +AA+SS$)-’ 
= [Z+(Z-AA+)SA+](Z-AA+SS$) 
= Z+ (Z-AA+)SA+ -AA+SS,; - (I-AA+)SA+SS$. 
Hence, 
(A+-S$)(Z-SA++AA+SS,;t)-’ 
= A + - S$ - S$SA + -A +SSg + S$SA ‘SSi; 
and the expression in (d) follows from the form for (A - S)+ in (b). n 
Wedin [22] noted that if rank(A - UVH) is additive, then 
(A- WH)+ = (I- VH+VH)A+(Z- Ug’) - vH+o+. (4.9) 
That this is the expression in Theorem 4.3(d) is apparent if we note that if 
S= UVH and S,, = uvr’ are full rank factorizations, then Sil = vH+o+, 
S$S = vH+VH, and SSg = Uu’. 
Clearly, each of the expressions in Theorem 4.3 reduces to the Penrose 
formula (A-S)+=A+-S+ when SA H = 0 and A HS = 0. In contrast, when 
AA +S = S = SA +A, the form in (a) reduces to the expression in Theorem 4.2, 
and those in (b) and (c) reduce to the corresponding expressions in Corollary 
4.3, whereas the form in (d) becomes simply A +, so that (d) does not 
generalize the projection condition case. However, the first three expressions 
for (A - S)+ provide general forms which hold not only when rank(A - S) is 
additive, but also when the projection conditions are satisfied. Combining 
these results with our previous observations concerning special cases of 
Theorem 4.2, we therefore obtain a single expression which includes the 
formula (A-S)+=A+-S+, the Wedin form when rank(A - S) is additive, 
the Wedin modification form and the Hartwig form. 
We conclude this section by observing that a number of additional forms 
for (A - S)+ can be derived from our results by applying them to factoriza- 
tions of A - S. For example, if SA +A = S and rank(A - AA+S) =rankA, 
Corollary 4.3 can be used to form (A-AA+S)+=A+(Z-AA+SA+)-‘=(I 
-A+S)-‘A+, in which case (A-AA+S)(A-AA+S)+=AA+ and (A- 
AA +S)+(A - AA +S) = A +A. Thereupon, (A - S)+ follows by applying 
Corollary 4.4(a) to 
A-S=(A-AA+S)-Si, 
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where S, = (I- AA+)S. On the other hand, if rank(A - AA+S) = rankd- 
rankAA +S, then (A - AA+S)+ follows from (3.30) of Corollary 3.6. Now if 
rank(A - S) = rank(A - AA +S) + rank S,, then (A - S)+ can be formed using 
Theorem 4.3. Clearly, there are also corresponding dual forms for (A - S)+ 
when AA +S = S, obtained by writing 
A-S=A-SA+A-Sz, 
where S, = S(Z - A +A). These forms give further generalizations of the 
modification formula. 
In view of the discussion in the next section, where it is indicated that 
Theorem 4.2 can be used to algebraically characterize the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of any matrix A - S, we do not pursue these special forms further. 
We only remark that the various forms for (A - uo “) + , considered by Wedin 
[22], Due-Jacquet [7], Meyer [15] and others when u and v are column 
vectors, can be deduced in this manner. 
5. THE GENERAL CASE OF rank(A - S) 
In this section we consider differences A - S, where A and S are 
arbitrary matrices, and obtain expressions of the form rank(A - S) = rankA + 
k, with k an integer such that 0 < 1 k/G rank S. Since B, BBH and BHZ? have 
the same rank for every matrix B, the general expressions for rank(A - S) can 
be developed using (A - S)(A - S)H and (A - S)H(A - S). 
THEOREM 5.1. For any A and S, let &=(I-AA+)S and S,=S(I- 
A+A). Also, let q=AAH+SS,S,H, ~=AHA+S&, 
and 
S, = $ -(A-S)(A-S)H, 
S, = 4 - (A-S)H(A-S). 
Then 
(a) rank(A - S) = rankA + k,, where 
4 = ranks, - v(Z-Si&+), 
(b) rank(A - S) = rankA + k,, where 
k, = ranks, - v(Z-s,@). 
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Proof. Observe first that if rankA -m&S < rank(A - S) < rankA + 
rank S for all A and S, then 0 < 1 kl < ranks in every expression of the form 
rank(A - S) = rankA + k. 
To establish (a), write A - S = A - S, -AA +S, where the case S, =0 is 
not excluded. Then with $ = AA H + &SF, 
(A-S)(A-S)H = $ -S, 
yields, after some manipulations, 
s, = ASH + SAH - SISHAA+ -AA+SSH. 
Now with A HS, = 0 and both AA H and S,SF Hermitian, 
rank @r = rankAA H + rank S,Sp, 
so that 
rank 61r = rank A + ranks,. 
Moreover. 
&+ = AH+A+ + Sy+$+. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Hence 
&!&+ = AA+ +s,!$+ = q+Ql, 
and it follows using (5.1) that 61r &+ S, = 5, = S,&+ $, Thereupon Corollary 
2.1 applies to give 
rank(& - 5,) = rank@, - v(Z- S,&+). (5.4) 
The result in (a) now follows by combining (5.4) and (5.2). 
The expression in (b) is obtained in a similar manner using A - S = A - S, 
-SA+A to form (A-S)H(A-S)=@&%52 with &+=(AHA+S&)+= 
A+AH+ + Sa+S;+. n 
A somewhat more geometric form of Theorem 5.1(a) can be obtained by 
constructing Z - 5, q. (Clearly there is a corresponding dual form for the 
expression in Theorem 5.1(b) obtained using Z - S, Q: .) 
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Combining (5.1) and (5.3) to form s,Q: gives 
i&q+ = ASHAH+A+ +A&+ +SA+ -SSHAH+A+ -AA+S&+, 
so that Z - S 1 q can be written as 
Z-s,@+ = I-ASHAH+A+ -A(Z-A+S)S: 
Y$A+S(Z-A+S)~A+ -S1(Z-A+S)HA+ 
= Z-AA+ +A(Z-A+S)(Z-A+S)HA+ 
-A(Z-A’S)&+ - S,(Z-A+S)HA+, 
I-s,q = z-AA+ -s,s; 
+ [ s+(z-A+S)][ S: -(I-A+S)HA+]. (5.5) 
Corollary 5.1(a) is now obtained using (5.5). 
COROLLARY 5.1. For any A and S, 
(a) rank(A-S)=rankA+rankS,--dim{N(Z--AA+--S,Sr~)~N[Sr~- 
(Z-A+S)HA+]}, 
(b) rank(A - S) = rankA+rankS2-dim{N(Z-A+A-S,+S,)nN[SF+ 
-(I- SA+)AH+]}. 
Proof, To establish (a) it suffices to show that v(Z- s,q) and the 
dimension of the indicated intersection of null spaces are equal. 
LetD=N(Z-AA+-S,S:)nN[S:-(Z-A’S)HA+].Thenforanyvec- 
tor zED, (Z-S,%+) z=O by (5.5). Thus, D cN(Z-S&+). 
Conversely, if z E N( Z - S, &Q+ ), then 
by (5.5). But with Z - AA + - S,Sr+ idempotent and (Z-AA+ -S,Sr+)(S,- 
A)=O, then (Z-AA+- S,S:)z=O and 
[ sl-~(Z-~+s)][ SC -(I-A+S)~A+]Z = 0. 
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Hence, since (A H+A++S;+Sr+)(S1-A)=S;+-AH+, 
and thus [ST - (Z-A+S)HA +]z=O. Consequently, z E D, so that N(Z 
- &q) ~9 to complete the proof of (a). The expression in (b) follows by a 
similar type of argument. n 
Observe in Corollary 5.1 that 
rank(A-S) = rankA -dim{N(Z-AA+)nN[(Z-A’S)HA+]} (5.6) 
when S, = 0 (i.e., when AA +S = S), and that 
rank(A-S) = rankA -dim{N(Z-A+A)nN[(Z-SA+)AN+]} (5.7) 
when S, = 0 (i.e., when SA +A = S). That these expressions reduce to rank(A 
-S)=rankA-v(Z-SA+) in Corollary 2.1 when the projection conditions 
AA +S = S = SA +A hold can be shown in the following manner: Consider 
(5.6). If S, =O, then 
N(Z-5,&+) = N(Z-AA+) n N[(Z-A+S)HA+] 
by the proof of Corollary 5.1(a), and 
Z-s,&+ = Z-AA+ +A(Z-A+S)(Z-A+S)HA+ 
by (5.5). Now let U=A-A(Z-A+S)(Z-A+S)N and VH=A+. Then it 
follows from (2.10) of Theorem 2.1 that 
v(z-s,&+) = Y(Z) + v(Z- VHU) 
= v[Z-A+A+A+A(Z-A+S)(Z-A+S)H] 
= v(Z-A+S-A+ASHAH++A+SSHAH+). 
Hence, if SA +A = S, then 
v(Z-$,~+) = v[(Z-A+S)(Z-A+S)H] 
= v[ (Z-A+S)H]. 
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But u[(Z-A~+S)~]=V(Z-A~+S)=V(Z-SA+). Again, the dual expression in 
(5.7) reduces by a similar type of argument when the projection conditions 
hold. 
To conclude this section we observe that Theorems 4.2 and 5.1(a) can be 
combined with the expression (A - S)+ = (A - S)H[(A - S)(A - S)H]’ to give 
algebraic characterizations of the Moore-Penrose inverse of any difference 
A - S. Given any A and S, if the projection conditions AA +S = S = SA +A 
hold, then (A-S)+ is given by Theorem 4.2. On the other hand, if 
AA+S#S, then (A - S)+ can be constructed by first forming (A - S)(A - 
S)“=$-$, as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, and if &Q:s,=s,= 
$,q &, then Theorem 4.2 applies to form ($ -s,)’ and thus (A - S)+. 
Some of the rank subtractivity results of this paper appeared in a 
difierent setting in Fund&c’s Ph.D. dissertation directed by A. S. Hme- 
holder. We are grateful to Professor Householder for his suggestions and 
initial inspiration. We are also grateful to Professor T. N. E. Greville for his 
encouragement and suggested alternative p-roof which ultimately led to the 
present form and proof of Theorem 2.1. Thanks to Professor G. H. Golub for 
making us aware of Professor P. Wedin’s work on the Moore-Penrose inverse 
of the difference of matrices. Professor Wedin was kind enough to send us 
some of his unpublished reports. Finally, we are most grateful to the referees 
who provided many useful suggestions to improve the paper. 
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